OFFICIAL BALLOT

STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: 

FEDERAL OFFICES

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

To vote for a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "YES" for that question. To vote against a constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.

STATE OFFICES

JOHN MCCAIN AND SIRAH PALM
President and Vice President.

BAHAC OBAMA AND JOHNSON
Democratic Farmer-Labor

CYPRIAN MCKINNEY AND ROSA CLEMENTE
Green

ROGER LARSON AND ALTON KENNEDY
Election Judges

Ralph Nader and Matt Gonzalez
Independent

BOB BARNHARD AND WAYNE A. COOT
Libertarian

CHUCK BALDWIN AND DAIRELL CASTLE
Constitutional

KIRK FLY
U.S. Senator for Minnesota

DEAN BARKLEY
Independent

NORM COLEMAN
Independent

AL FRANKEN
Democratic Farmer-Labor

CHARLES ALHAN
Independent

JAMES MERNACH
Constitutional

Scott F仰
U.S. Representative

Bobbie Anderson
Independent

MICHELE BACHMANN
Republican

EL TIMPANE
Supporter for Farmer-Labor

Scott F仰

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 12A

BRUCE ANDERSON
Independent

JEAN BAKULA
Democratic Farmer-Labor

MURRAY Timofeyev

ELECTED

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

VOTER ID:

Type of Signature:

最后一次更新 2003年11月4日